Abstract

Background: Informal payment (IP) is a major barrier to universal health coverage, particularly in low middle-income countries.

Aims: The aim of this study was to determine appropriate methods to reduce IP in health care via a systematic review.

Methods: For this systematic review, we searched the Cochrane Library, PubMed and SCOPUS covering the period 2000–2014: 10 papers which considered reduction strategies for IP were finally included in the review. Three of the authors independently extracted data and assessed the papers against inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Results: Improving public awareness and measures towards changing the culture were the main policies to combat informal payment. In addition, providing additional financial support to motivate physicians and other health service providers, appropriate monitoring of legislation,
and converting informal to formal payment through tailored new policies were other solutions mentioned towards reducing or removing IP.

Conclusions: No unique strategy exists for reducing IP in any health system. Choosing an appropriate strategy depends on the context and financing structure of the health system in any particular setting.
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Introduction

Informal payment (IP) is defined as the cost of health care services paid by the patients to services providers which is outside the scope of official tariffs (1). Some studies define IP as a tip for health staff, a bribe for access to better quality health care services, or payment demanded from health staff or establishments (2). Emerging evidence suggests that IPs are an important feature of many health care systems around the world (3).

These payments are a threat to public health since they are highly regressive compared to formal fees (4) and those who cannot afford to pay informally might forgo or delay seeking treatment (4,5); as a consequence efficiency, equity and quality of health care provision might be jeopardized.
The custom of IP is inevitably linked with corruption (6) which may not only damage the relationship between doctor and patient seriously, but can lead to mistrust between the community and the health care team eventually (7).

Informal payment is one of the main barriers to achieving universal health coverage, particularly in the context of low middle-income countries. Available statistics from low-income countries indicate that 10–40% of out-of-pocket payment for health care services come from IPs (1). This indicates the considerable amount of financial resources that are wasted instead of being used for health promotion purposes (6). For example, IPs are estimated to be equal to twice the salaries of doctors in Poland (8), while the revenues obtained from IP are 10 times greater than the official income of health care providers in Bangladesh (9) and 5 times that of those in Cambodia (10).

Overall, 3 major possible solution areas are suggested: cultural perceptions, insufficient funding of the health care sector and lack of control and accountability in the health care system (5).

Setting up a national health insurance supervisory authority to oversee the efficient management of the health care system, increased transparency and accountability (11,12), punitive measures, higher salaries for health care workers and changes in attitudes of health care providers, consumers, and policy-makers via information campaigns (5,13) are some of the strategies and policy initiatives that different countries have taken to address the problem.

This study reports the findings of a systematic review to identify the main strategies to reducing IP in health care systems.

**Methods**

**Types of studies and data sources**

All published studies of any type of design (cross-sectional, cohort, qualitative, etc.) which reported data and suggested reduction strategies for IP in health systems were considered.

We performed a systematic literature search of 3 major databases during October 2015: PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Scopus, covering the period 2000–2014. We aimed to identify papers relevant to “reduction of informal payments”. To increase the comprehensiveness of our search, we also checked the reference lists of all selected papers. Google Scholar was also
used to find relevant technical documents and reports due to the lack of appropriate subheadings in Mesh. We did a preliminary search to identify common keywords that were used in the articles. In total, we identified 468 records, of which 10 fulfilled the eligibility criteria and were therefore included and assessed in our review (Figure 1).

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

We included reviews and original articles that were written in English, used any keywords mentioned in Box 1, and provided evidence for the reduction of IP in health system. Papers which were published prior to the year 2000, were not in English or did not mention or discuss ways to reduce IP were excluded.

**Critical appraisal process**

Three authors (HZ, MAS and AE) each followed the defined search strategy separately. The studies included were evaluated based on the CASP Systematic Review Checklist (14,15). The quality of articles was assessed using a checklist that has been used in previous studies (14). The checklist consists of several questions about the purpose of the study, method of sampling, data collection strategy, population study, variables included, study method, method used for data analysis, outcomes, etc. Based on these questions, the quality of the studies was defined and the studies with high quality were included.

**Data extraction**

As explained in Figure 1, after deleting duplicates, 468 English language studies remained. The 3 authors screened these studies by title and abstract and reached agreement about 90% of articles. The eligible studies were then extracted and 31 papers remained. Following inclusion criteria and quality appraisal, we excluded 21 articles, and the 10 remaining papers were included in the review.

For the next step, we began to extract data from these 10 papers, i.e. authors' names, title, year of the study, the country where the study was conducted, the structure of the country's health system, the definition of IP, and the strategies mentioned to reduce IP.

**Findings**

**Description of studies**

We identified 10 studies that mentioned policies and actions to reduce IPs, and these were included in the final synthesis. Four studies were qualitative; 3 were quantitative and 3 used mixed methods. The characteristics of the studies are described in Table 1. While low-, lower
middle-, upper middle- and high-income countries were present in the final list of studies, the strongest evidence came from 6 studies conducted in 4 countries (Moldova, Albania, Hungary and Tanzania). Two studies were conducted in several countries simultaneously.

Most studies were conducted during 2004–2015 and in the context of countries of the former Soviet Union (3,16–19). Two studies described the public’s beliefs and attitudes towards IP (13,16). One study considered IP as a barrier to essential health system reform, particularly universal health coverage (20). Another study reported the effects of health system reform on out-of-pocket payments through reducing IP (18) (Table 2).

In all, we synthesized 5 strategies and policies to reduce IPs: cultural factors, quality factors, structural factors, legal factors and motivational factors. These are explained below and outlined in Table 3.

**Legal factors**

The studies proposed reforms in health insurance law, the payment system (with emphasis on pay for performance), cost sharing and regulation and control of standards as appropriate policies to reduce IP in health systems.

Vian et al. studied the extent of out-of-pocket payments and IP, analysed their trends over time, and identified driving factors for IP in Moldova. They documented the gradually decreasing rate of IP over time, yet IP was recorded for a variety of reasons, e.g. patients’ willingness to do IP as a gift to service providers, or their perception that IP may result in better quality and quicker care. Occasionally, IP existed because of irrational prescriptions for medications or ordering diagnostic tests, compelling health systems to implement effective strategies to reduce medicine prices and promote their rational use, strengthen administrative controls, and increase incentives for quality health care provision. Low payments to service providers (e.g. salaries) were another reason for IP, as indicated by data on salaries, so improved contracting mechanisms in national health insurance organizations for penalizing contractors or reducing the fees payable to health care providers who receive IPs might be used to tackle the problem.

Enhancing public awareness about their rights and the benefit package to which they are entitled (through promoting means of communication for the exchange of information to the insured) are very important, especially within vulnerable groups. Revision of payment systems for increasing providers’ motivation, with an emphasis on pay for performance, is a good strategy to eliminate IP. In Mongolia and Vietnam, organizations were encouraged to provide
grants for increasing transparency (20). In fact, strengthening governance and reducing expectations for IP in all sectors through government policies, i.e. enhanced transparency and accountability, with a particular focus on the supply side, including health care providers, are fundamental important policies in this area (20).

Reasonable copayments by people when receiving health care services, promoting the knowledge of the insured and informing them about complaint procedures are also crucial. Baji et al. studied prepayment household spending on health during the reform period, particularly the cost of medicines and medical equipment and official and unofficial payments. They concluded that implementing copayment in the Eastern European and Central European countries was an important strategy towards eradicating IP (13).

**Cultural factors**

Improving public education to enhance their knowledge about insurance coverage, services, medicines and the extent of cost sharing, as well as their access to complaints and compensation mechanisms, may help users change their attitude and avoid IPs, while still expecting to receive better quality services.

Through the lens of the theory of planned behaviour, Vain et al. studied people’s attitudes and beliefs to predict their intention to give IP. They compared people who intended to make IPs with people who did not intend to do so in Albania. They found that most participants knew that IP was illegal. Hence, they found little effect on reducing IP through only saying to people that IP is wrong and a sign of corruption. The authors suggested behavioural change strategies as an alternative choice to modify the public’s beliefs about the need for IP to ensure quality services. This strategy attempts to convince people that government employees’ salaries are enough to ensure quality of services. They also suggest penalizing the recipients of IPs, so asking for such payments may become a shameful act (16).

Baji et al. studied consumers’ opinion about IP in Hungary (13). Their findings identified some necessary steps to deal with IP, i.e. changing attitudes towards this phenomenon from positive to negative, improving quality of health care and enhancing access to public services through the provision of public resources to enjoy such services.

**Quality factors**
Vian et al. advocated quality improvement programmes, e.g. having a clear reporting system in place as a useful policy to reduce IP. They concluded that patients are willing to pay IP in expectation of receiving better and timelier treatment (16). Improving the quality of health care and access to public services (13), and the introduction of a system of encouragements for providers such as quality assurance and performance evaluation (17) were among the strategies that were proposed to reduce IP.

**Structural factors**

Balabanova et al. estimated the scale and determinants of IP in the health sector of Bulgaria (21). They identified the beneficiaries, characteristics and timing of payments as the main reasons for IP. They suggested wide reforms in the health system, i.e. a functioning social insurance system, official methods of payment by consumers, providing public resources for the health sector, establishment of formal but flexible channels for patients’ voluntary participation, e.g. sponsorship, advertisement, subscription contracts, promoting means of communication for the exchange of information to the insured and making reforms in patient–physician relationships (focus on removing the financial relationship) as effective policies to reduce IP.

Gaal et al. conducted a theoretical study of IP in the Hungarian health system and suggested some strategies on the basis of INXIT theory, which considers IP as an exit strategy within the organization (19). They include: voluntary declaration by physicians, prohibition and regulatory pressures imposed by the authorities, increased payments to physicians for appropriate financing, patients’ free choice for service provider, using various forms of partnership, employing output-based payments to providers, substantial restrictions on social security and providing pre-funded services.

Hotchkiss et al. indicated doctors’ monopoly as a main contributor to IP and found no difference between rich and poor nor between urban and rural people with regard to out-of-pocket payments in Albania, where IP comprised 24.7% of total health expenditure (17). Among those who made IPs, 95% stated that they did so voluntarily and this involved up to 0.6% of the monthly household income. The study revealed significant differences between inpatient and outpatient services and identified some reasons for reducing IP, i.e. the effectiveness of Albania’s health insurance programme to increase access to primary health care services through salaries for doctors and family physicians along with providing subsidies for primary health care services, visits and medicines. The increased insurance coverage during recent years has led to reducing IP for services and medicines. However, the insurance coverage has not affected the number of visits to use basic health services. The study identified lack of awareness in insured people about their rights as an encouraging factor for IP, and suggested some solutions for its reduction, including initiating IP reduction from hospitals and inpatients services, strengthening primary health care service and interrupting the financial relationship between doctors and patients. The relationship between socioeconomic status and the amount
of IP indicates that the system should pay considerable attention to vulnerable people.

Kruk proposed payment for services provided to women, i.e. offering coupons (voucher) during a special programme and contracting with private providers to enhance care coverage and equity as effective solutions to reduce IP (22). In addition, subsidizing private facilities and services may enable them to reduce their fees, hence increasing the target population’s access to needed services.

**Motivational factors**

Establishing a system of incentives and disincentives as well as collecting IP at the team level and then distributing it among involved personnel is a motivational initiative to remove disparities in IPs received by various health professionals.

Hotchkiss et al. suggested a number of strategies for reducing IP: institutionalizing the capacity of identifying and punishing physicians who are accused of receiving IP, formulating appropriate strategies for households payments, introducing a motivational system for providers such as quality assurance and performance evaluation, promoting knowledge and awareness about the rights of patients and accountability, particularly on health insurance benefits (17).

Ensor proposed punishing doctors who are accused of receiving IP (23). This strategy needs serious attention as it may lead to a reluctance to work in the public sector among physicians and encourage a greater willingness to join the private sector. Official recording of all payments made in the health system can help reduce IP. This strategy has a risk of increasing the cost of the formal sector. However, competition may be increased through effective legislation pathways. Developing a transparent system about patients’ rights, a simple complaints process, transparent contracts for physicians and targeting facilities are other useful strategies.

Governments should pay greater attention to the local characteristics of the health system to avoid implementing ineffective strategies. Ensor extracted 5 ways to reduce IP from various studies, and explained the advantages, disadvantages and different effects of each choice, as listed below (23):

- regulation and control standards to punish offenders;
adjusting and legislation by specialized entities;

encouraging increasing the share of market-based control to create positive incentives for good behaviour;

disclosing the names of violators;

the rights and obligations of physician in patient rights laws.

Discussion

Our study sought to analyse key policies and strategies to reduce IP in health systems. Various studies show that demand-side IPs have different reasons such as: fear of poor quality, desire for faster care, patients’ wish to appreciate providers, health care providers’ low payment, lack of awareness of the insured with respect to their rights and positive attitude to this phenomenon. In a study by Amiresmaili et al., some reasons are found for demand-side IPs such as cultural, quality-related and legal factors, and some reasons were identified for supply-side payments such as tariffs, structural and moral reasons, and to demonstrate competence (24). One of the main drivers of IP on the service provider’s side is monopoly position of physicians. A study conducted in Albania suggests strategies such as strengthening primary health care and banning financial interactions between physicians and patients (19).

The main strategies mentioned in the studies were providing the insured with information on covered services and medicines, permitted copayments, percentage of the cost of services through the improvement of methods and instruments for communication of information, increasing knowledge of insured patients on how to access grievance redress mechanisms, enhance awareness of their rights and break the chains of their beliefs about the need to make unofficial payments to get quality care (20), and simplifying the process for complaints (17).

Most studies pointed out regulatory reforms and strengthening monitoring mechanisms as important strategies to reduce IP. Amending health insurance law to pose penalties on the demand for IP as an attempt on abusing the rights of the insured, and reassuring people of punishments for physicians who receive IP (20), regulatory pressures imposed by the
authorities, prefunded services (25), and increasing the ability of stewardship to identify and punish physicians who are accused of receiving IP (19), were other solutions that were mentioned to tackle the problem.

Our findings showed that without adopting other required strategies, some solutions might result in inappropriate outcomes. For example, demand-side strategies such as simplifying the complaint process, to deal with physicians misusing of their monopoly position and banning their financial relationship with patients, require strengthening regulatory supervision. A study in Albania suggests that cutting the financial relationship between physicians and patients, along with increasing the capacity of stewardship of the health system can identify and warn the physicians who are accused of receiving IP (20). The poor payment system and lack of contracting with doctors and other service providers are other causes of IP. In this regard, 6 studies pointed to payment systems reform for providers and strengthening contractual provisions as strategies to consider.

Making transparent contracts with physicians (17) and private health care providers (23), increasing incentives for service providers through the revision of payment structure with an emphasis on performance-based payment (20,25), retaining IP at the team level and sharing it with other health care providers to remove disparities among experts (18), and implementing appropriate revisions in payment systems, e.g. increasing salaries (25), were other strategies that were proposed to reduce IP.

Some studies highlighted provision of services to reduce IP, i.e. improving quality of health care and access to public services (16), introducing a mechanism for promoting quality assurance and performance evaluation (19). Other studies emphasized financing and cost sharing areas to remove IP. For instance, formulating payments through appropriate and effective copayment household strategies (19,25); development of formal and flexible channels for voluntary participation to develop co-payments (13,21); subsidizing primary health care (19) as well as private facilities and services to increase the target population’s access to services, hence eventually reducing IP (23).

Our review revealed the use of mixed solutions according to the contextual characteristics of various countries. A considerable portion of the research on IP comes from transitional economies in Eastern Europe, e.g. Albania, Hungary and Bulgaria, or low-income countries, e.g. Moldova and Tanzania. We found no evidence from high-income countries, or middle-income countries in parts of the world other than Eastern Europe, thus the implementation of these strategies in other contexts needs some caution.
The strengths of this systematic review include using a comprehensive search strategy and robust evaluation of extracted articles that accommodates a wide range of beliefs and attitudes about IP to investigate the means for its reduction. The major value of this study is in providing a summary of the most important strategies recommended or used to reduce IP. The study also sets out the appropriate options available to policy-makers to tackle IP and highlights that only one strategy may be ineffective, so a tailored mix of strategies is recommended. Country-specific features should be taken into account in application of these strategies in different settings. The present review highlights that well-designed studies are required for the identification of main causes of IP and the impact of various factors such as context and social, cultural and health system structures. It is also necessary to study in the low-income countries in term of considering the main causes of IP in comparing with other middle- and high-income countries.

Our study has certain limitation. First, we collected only evidence that was published in English so we may have missed studies in other settings that were reported in other languages. Second, since IP is a sensitive issue, the amount of which is not usually reported in the health system, the extent of the research on policies and strategies to reduce IP might seem limited.

**Conclusions**

We found no unique strategy among the research we reviewed for tackling IP; choosing an appropriate strategy depends on the context and financing structure of the health system in various settings. As a number of countries have begun to move towards universal health coverage as a part of their commitment to comply with the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030, each country has to implement strategies that accord with its contextual characteristics and roots to tackle IP as a main barrier to financial protection and universal health care.
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